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i'm really 
good at... 

When it comes to research projects



Making outlines of what needs to go in my paper.
Methodically going through one research question
at a time.
Finding sources from other sources, i.e., cited by,
bibliographies, or reference lists of something I
already know is relevant.
Grouping data into themes so that I can organize
my thoughts and see what is needed, and what I
can move on from.
Identifying commonalities among several different
sources pertaining to my question

Creating topic sentences 
Footnotes.

Reading quickly, extracting key ideas.
Dividing up my research work.
Accessing many resources online.

 

 I’m Really Good at …



Bank Street Library
EBSCOhost
ProQuest
ERIC
eBooks
Google Scholar
Google News
NYC Open Data
New York Times 
NYPL
Schomburg Center
Bank Street Archives
Librarian Research Guides
NYC Department of Education
YouTube
Podcasts

 

 Some of My Favorite Sources Are …



Looking through the notes, bibliographies, and
reference lists of sources I'm using to find other
good sources.
Doing a brainstorm of things about the topic that
intrigue me. 
Take a deep breath and not getting too stressed. 
Examining works cited on Google Scholar.
Discussing my research with others to get a fresh
perspective.
Take mental breaks from doing research.
Spacing out how often I do research work.
Adding page numbers/citations as I write so I don’t
lose any.
Zotero.
Creating a “ brainstorm” google doc where I dump
all questions/concerns I have about the topic; this
helps me track my thought process over time and
reference any old questions etc.

 

 Some of My Favorite Research 
Tips & Tricks Are …



How can I stay organized on my main topic when
reviewing so many different sources?
How to go from synthesizing what other authors
have said to original research?
What constitutes original research and data?
How do I stay organized with a million sources?
How do I find all the sources related to my topic?
What resources exist to find historical maps and US
Census data?
Is there a way for me to NOT have to pay for an
article?
How do you go about getting information from
interviews? What are the guidelines for this? 
How do I know if my topic is broad enough (but not
too broad) to do research on? 

 I Have Questions About 
This Part of My Research….



How to identify (or take) relevant photos or
pictures to accompany my written analysis?
Is it okay to cite my own pictures as evidence/data?
How do I know when I've been comprehensive, and
represented all points of view in my literature
review?

 

 I Have More Questions About 
This Part of My Research….

Thank you Barnard College Librarians for sharing this
collaborative document with us.


